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Psychotherapy vs. Spirituality 
 

 

 

This is the start of an Extra Special Editorial of the IJP, existing within se eral issues of the IJP 

both past, present and future , mainly about an issue that seems to be of some considerable 

concern  not only within itself  but also out in the wider social field  It is about the topic of 

Psychotherapy s  Spirituality , or the inclusion of, and o erlap between, spirituality and 

psychotherapy  Some of this debate  within the EAP  was pro o ed recently by a set of  

Guidelines coming out from the Austrian Ministry of Health about Esoteric Methodsi  In their 

preamble, these Austrian Guidelines state   

“… psychotherapy is an independent care process for the comprehensive, deliberate 
and planned treatment of behavioural disorders or cases of suffering of a 
psychological, psychosocial or psychosomatic nature, using scientific 
psychotherapeutic methods. The primary objective of psychotherapy is to ease or 
remove existing symptoms, to cure or alleviate conditions of psychological suffering, 
to provide help during existential crises and with changing disturbed behaviour and 
attitudes, and to encourage personal development and health.” 
 

This description  of psychotherapy is somewhat definiti e and prescripti e  it only states what the 

Austrian Ministry of Health thin s that psychotherapy  is  essentially a health care  ser ice, 

though it interestingly  includes “existential crises” and “personal development”   

Howe er, our main concern and contention is that other definitions of psychotherapy  are 

 in reality  uite a bit wider than that see  Young,  and that the rest of the page Austrian 

Guidelines or directi e  is ust that  ery directi e, and also uite discriminati e, as it continues  

“There is a clear and distinct difference between psychotherapy and all kinds of 
esoteric, spiritual and religious methods, such as human energetics, spiritual 
healing, shamanism and many others. These methods do not form part of 
psychotherapy.” 
 

On the surface, this might sound  clear, but it is actually a false positi e  statement  i e  more of 

a wish, than a statement of reality  The situation  on the ground  is much more diffused, 

complex and confusing  If one Googles  psychotherapy and spirituality , one gets about half a

million results, which might suggest that the difference between these is not as clear as the 

Austrian Ministry might li e  Further prescriptions  within the first  pages of the Austrian 

Guidelines occur  



The provision of any kind of esoteric content, spiritual rituals or religious healing 
doctrine is strictly prohibited in all psychotherapeutic education and training. … 
Psychotherapists may not use their professional title in the context of training, 
seminars, courses, etc. in the area of human energetics or other esoteric methods or 
religious healing doctrine and may not offer any such courses, seminars, etc. in his 
or her role as a psychotherapist. … Any link or connection between 
psychotherapeutic offers and advertisements or offers by healers, human energetic 
practitioners, priests, shamans or similar is prohibited. … The focus is on: 1. The 
protection of the psychotherapeutic relationship while upholding the professional 
psychotherapeutic ethos; and 2. Defining psychotherapy as a scientific treatment. 
 

As one examines this document in more detail, in the st Section The Protection Of The Specific 

Psychotherapeutic Relationship , there are se eral references to points in the Austrian  

Professional Code that are used to establish  enforce these arguments further  implying a 

possible contra ention and therefore sanctions against so doing  Essentially, their points ma e it 

clear that  in their opinion  any form of a spiritual  inter ention would be contrary to the 

professional therapeutic relationship  Furthermore, in the nd section, Psychotherapy As A 

Scientific Treatment , there are also references to the Professional Code to reinforce the se eral 

points already made  Essentially  in their opinion  there is an impossible bridge between 

scientificity and spirituality  The basis of both these points  gi en their con ictions  is not that 

these things can happen, but that these things should ne er e er happen  this is uestionable  

 hat is not made clear is that many of the things that they seem to be afraid of are already 

co ered, perfectly ade uately, in the Professional Code as they mention , and in the EAP s 

Statement of Ethical Principles, as well as in the Ethical Codes and Practice of the arious 

professional associations that are members of the EAP  There is therefore  a  no real need for 

such a draconian  set of restrictions, as it assumes that the VBP Austrian Psychotherapy 

Association  doesn t ha e a proper  complaints procedure and a proper procedure for disciplining 

psychotherapists who contra ene their Professional Code  and b  it also confuses the issue as, in 

its attempts to be definiti e and proscripti e, it actually creates di isions that may not really exist   

 They use the words spiritual  and religious  as if they are synonymous  How then do they 

define the difference between say  a pseudo spiritual inter ention, or an inter ention in a 

psychotherapy practice within a Christian, Jewish, Buddhist or Muslim context  Many people of a 

particular faith prefer to go to a psychotherapist of their own faith, ust as men and women prefer a 

psychotherapist of the same or perhaps different  gender  Apparently, psychotherapy  defined as 

a scientific treatment   can only be absolutely and completely secular, and “… the personal 

views of the psychotherapist, including, for example, his or her religious beliefs, may not have an 

active or guiding role in the treatment process.” All form of pastoral  counselling or therapy are 

therefore unscientific and unprofessional for a psychotherapist   

 The legalisation or regulation  about the pro ision of mental health in Ontario Canada 

faced a similar problem  in  They declared that, “psychotherapy and mental health therapy 



will become a controlled health care act”  This meant that the pastoral  counselling section of the 

profession had a problem  would they ha e to refuse to help and support people, which could go 

against Human Rights legislation  

There were therefore two distinctions created   a Controlled Act of Psychotherapy  

wherein  psychotherapy and mental health therapies treat please note this word  “…an 

individual’s serious disorder of thought, cognition, mood, emotional regulation, perception or 

memory that may seriously impair the individual’s judgement, insight, behaviour, communication 

or social functioning”.		

The second distinction made is that    

“… the restriction on performing a Controlled Act [of Psychotherapy] also does not 
apply to communication made in the course of counseling about emotional, social, 
educational and spiritual matters. The prohibition against performing Controlled 
Acts does not apply when ‘treating a person by prayer or spiritual means in 
accordance with the tenets of the religion of the person giving the treatment …’. 
Such a distinction is protected within the Ontario Charter of Human Rights.”  

So, operating as a spiritual, faith based, or religious counsellor or psychotherapist  one is limited 

 by law  not to treat  that person for any form of serious  disorder  one must instead limit 

oneself to a supporting  role only   

“Therefore, religious/spiritual/pastoral counselling is primarily supportive in nature 
and content. Individuals whose needs exceed supportive counselling must be referred 
to appropriate qualified professionals.” 

Therefore, they concluded, that although “… clergy, chaplains and spiritual care providers, 

engaged in pastoral counselling as part of their ministry, will not be required to become 

members of the College and thus bound by the new law , they are welcome to become members if 

they choose to.” They emphasise that the responsibility for this understanding about the 

differentiation between a psychotherapist and a spiritual counsellor  and ha ing a clear 

understanding of their role as a pastoral counsellor including its limits and responsibilities  lies 

totally with the counsellor or therapist  

Another iew, from American or Anglican sources, states that pastoral counselling is a 

particular formulation method  modality  within psychotherapy  “… in which the full resources, 

theoretical knowledge, and clinical methods of secular psychology and psychotherapy are brought 

together with pastoral theological method and practice to provide a holistic approach to 

psychotherapy that honors and integrates the spiritual dimension of each patient’s life and 

experience.” Cooper hite, p   This is a more homogenous definition and more in eeping 

with the principles of the EAP  

In the following three articles, you can read i  the Austrian Ministry s Guidelines  ii  an 

article written about this issue by one of our Swiss colleagues, Peter Schulthess, and a response 

to this, written by another colleague and long standing EAP member, David Boadella   



Gi en the potential importance and significance of this debate, we will be ma ing these 

articles  and other articles that follow within the same topic  a ailable, free of charge, from 

within the IJP website  www.ijp.org.uk  Hopefully, we can create an on going accessible 

dialogue and a Special Issue on Psychotherapy s  Spirituality  

 

Courtenay Young 
IJP Editor 
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A STRIAN	FEDERAL	 INISTR 	OF	 EALT 	

	
Guidelines	for	psychotherapists	on	the	issue	of	differentiating	between	

psychotherapy	and	esoteric,	spiritual	and	religious	methodsi	
	

	
	
Preamble	

In	 the	 health	 sector,	 psychotherapy	 is	 an	 independent	 care	 process	 for	 the	 comprehensi e,	

deliberate	 and	 planned	 treatment	 of	 beha ioural	 disorders	 or	 cases	 of	 suffering	 of	 a	

psychological,	 psychosocial	 or	 psychosomatic	 nature,	 using	 scientific	 psychotherapeutic	

methods.	The	primary	objecti e	of	psychotherapy	is	to	ease	or	remo e	existing	symptoms,	 to	

cure	or	alle iate	conditions	of	psychological	suffering,	to	pro ide	help	during	existential	crises	

and	with	changing	disturbed	beha iour	and	attitudes,	and	to	encourage	personal	de elopment	

and	 health.	 The	 practice	 of	 psychotherapy	 has	 been	 regulated	 legally	 since	 1991	 in	 the	

Psychotherapy	Act,	 I	No.	361 1990.	

	 There	is	a	clear	and	distinct	difference	between	psychotherapy	and	all	kinds	of	esoteric,	

spiritual	 and	 religious	methods,	 such	 as	 human	 energetics,	 spiritual	 healing,	 shamanism	 and	

many	others.	These	methods	do	not	form	part	of	psychotherapy.	

	 The	pro ision	of	any	kind	of	esoteric	content,	spiritual	rituals	or	religious	healing	doctrine	

is	strictly	prohibited	in	all	psychotherapeutic	education	and	training.	Attendance	of	e ents	with	

esoteric,	 spiritual	 or	 religious	 content	 will	 not	 be	 recognised	 as	 fulfilling	 the	 legally	

standardised	 further	 education	 obligations	 of	 the	 psychotherapist	 as	 defined	 by	 	 1 .1	

Psychotherapy	Act.	

	 Psychotherapists	may	not	use	their	professional	title	in	the	context	of	training,	seminars,	

courses,	 etc.	 in	 the	 area	 of	 human	 energetics	 or	 other	 esoteric	methods	 or	 religious	 healing	

doctrine	 and	 may	 not	 offer	 any	 such	 courses,	 seminars,	 etc.	 in	 his	 or	 her	 role	 as	 a	

psychotherapist.	

	 Any	link	or	connection	between	psychotherapeutic	offers	and	ad ertisements	or	offers	by	

healers,	human	energetic	practitioners,	priests,	shamans	or	similar	is	prohibited.	

	 The	 issue	of	differentiating	between	psychotherapy	and	esoteric,	 spiritual	 and	 religious	

methods	 can	 be	 argued	 and	 answered	 with	 reference	 to	 the	 Psychotherapy	 Act	 and	 the	



professional	code	for	psychotherapists	issued	by	the	Federal	 inistry	of	 ealth,	on	the	basis	of	

the	 report	 by	 the	 psychotherapy	 ad isory	 board,	 most	 recently	 on	 13.03.2012	 (hereafter:	

Professional	 ode).	The	focus	is	on	

1.		 The	protection	of	the	psychotherapeutic	relationship	while	upholding	the	professional	

psychotherapeutic	ethos 	and	

2.		 Defining	psychotherapy	as	a	scientific	treatment.	

	
	
1.	 THE	PROTECTION	OF	THE	SPECIFIC	PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC	RELATIONSHIP	

In	 all	 matters	 relating	 to	 a	 professional	 and	 ethically	 justifiable	 practice	 of	 the	

psychotherapeutic	 profession,	 the	 specific	 psychotherapeutic	 relationship	 and	 its	 protection	

must	 always	 form	 the	 central	 focus	 of	 the	 treatment	 	 as	 outlined	 in	 the	 preamble	 of	 the	

Professional	 ode:	

“In	 practising	 their	 profession,	 psychotherapists	 are	 required	 to	 show	 a	
particular	 degree	 of	 responsibility	 with	 regard	 to	 their	 own	 person,	 in	
conducting	 the	psychotherapeutic	 task,	and	 in	dealing	with	 those	persons	with	
whom	they	enter	a	special	relationship	in	the	context	of	psychotherapy.”	
	

The	subscript	to	Point	III	in	the	Professional	 ode	already	states	 uite	clearly	how	important	it	

is	to	protect	this	specific	psychotherapeutic	relationship,	and	which	special	responsibility	must	

be	assumed	by	the	psychotherapist:	

“...	relationship	of	 trust,	duty	 to	provide	 information	and	particular	care	 in	 the	
psychotherapeutic	relationship.”	
	
“...	the	obligation	of	members	of	the	psychotherapeutic	profession	and	the	right	
of	 the	patient	 to	 comprehensive	 information,	 in	particular	about	 the	 type	and	
extent	of	 the	planned	psychotherapeutic	 treatment;	 this	 information	must	also	
encompass	the	setting,	frequency,	the	overall	duration	–	where	assessable	‐,	fees,	
holiday	 regulations	 and	 any	 other	 information	 that	 is	 required	 to	 clarify	 the	
particular	contractual	relationship;”	

(Professional	 ode,	point	Ill. ,	p.6)	
	
One	of	the	central	points	of	the	protection	of	the	specific	psychotherapeutic	relationship	lies	in	

the	responsibility	in	 iew	of	the	special	condition	of	dependency.	The	Professional	 ode	states	

clearly	 and	 unambiguously	 that	 the	 personal	 iews	 of	 the	 psychotherapist,	 including,	 for	

example,	his	or	her	 religious	beliefs,	may	not	ha e	an	acti e	or	guiding	role	 in	 the	 treatment	

process:	

“...the	obligation	of	members	of	the	psychotherapeutic	profession	and	the	right	of	



the	patient	 to	 the	 responsible	handling	of	 the	 special	 relationship	of	 trust	and	
dependency	in	the	psychotherapeutic	relationship:	

‐	any	abuse	of	this	relationship	of	trust,	or	of	a	patient’s	existing	dependency	on	
the	psychotherapist,	which	might	perhaps	become	even	stronger	temporarily	 in	
the	course	of	psychotherapeutic	treatment,	represents	a	serious	infringement	of	
the	ethical	obligation	of	the	members	of	the	psychotherapeutic	profession;	

‐	Abuse	is	considered	to	have	occurred	when	a	member	of	the	psychotherapeutic	
profession	betrays	his	or	her	psychotherapeutic	duty	 to	 the	patient	 in	order	 to	
satisfy	 his	 or	 her	 own	 personal	 interests,	 in	 particular	 those	 of	 a	 sexual,	
economic,	emotional,	political	or	religious	nature;	 this	 therefore	also	places	an	
obligation	on	all	members	of	the	psychotherapeutic	profession	to	avoid	any	such	
involvement	with	patients;	

‐	 in	 the	 event	 that	 the	 psychotherapist	 develops	 an	 inextricable	 emotional	
involvement	(such	as	falling	in	love,	rejection,	identification)	during	the	course	of	
the	psychotherapy,	he	or	she	is	obliged	to	reflect	on	his	or	own	stake	(especially	
by	means	of	 supervision,	peer	 consultations	and	 self‐awareness)	and	 to	 clarify	
whether	 the	psychotherapeutic	process	 can	be	 continued	 responsibly;	 if	 this	 is	
not	the	case,	psychotherapy	must	cease	immediately	and	it	must	be	ensured	that	
the	patient	can	continue	with	the	psychotherapeutic	process	elsewhere	and	thus	
also	receive	a	place	of	reflection	on	the	events	that	have	occurred;	

‐	the	responsibility	for	avoiding	such	involvement	lies	solely	with	the	member	of	
the	psychotherapeutic	profession	and	cannot	be	transferred	to	the	patient;	

‐	 any	 infringements	 of	 the	 professional	 ethics	 provide	 reasonable	 ground	 to	
seriously	 question	 the	 suitability	 of	 the	 member	 of	 the	 psychotherapeutic	
profession;	"	

(Professional	 ode,	point	Ill.9,	p.7‐8)	
	
Therefore,	if	patients	themsel es	introduce	the	topic	of	religion,	prayer	are	spiritual	rituals	into	

the	session	as	aspects	that	are	of	central	importance	to	themsel es,	it	must	be	clarified	together	

with	the	patients	 	as	with	other	topics	 	which	meaning	this	has	for	them	and	their	li es,	and	

in	certain	circumstances	reference	should	be	made	to	a	specific	condition	of	suffering.	

	 The	 acti e	 introduction	 by	 the	 psychotherapist	 of	 such	 approaches	 and	 acti ities	 as	

prayers	or	esoteric	rituals	represents	a	breach	of	the	professional	psychotherapeutic	ethos	as	

defined	abo e.	

	 Should	 any	 other	 intensi e	 contacts	 arise	 between	 the	 psychotherapist	 and	 the	 patient	

(e.g.	 joint	prayer	groups),	the	standardised	regulations	of	the	Professional	 ode	also	apply,	 in	

other	words	the	obligation	to	examine	this	matter	internally	with	the	help	of	super ision	and,	if	

these	contacts	or	contexts	cannot	be	sol ed,	to	end	the	psychotherapy	in	a	responsible	manner.	

	

	



II	PSYCHOTHERAPY	AS	A	SCIENTIFIC	TREATMENT	

	1	of	the	Psychotherapy	Act	states	unambiguously	that	psychotherapy	is	a	treatment	of	the	ill	

that	has	a	firm	scientific	basis.	

	 As	also	stated	in	the	comments	on	the	Psychotherapy	Act,	psychotherapy	is	defined	as	an	

emancipatory	 process	 of	 self‐awareness	 and	 understanding	 in	which	 the	 acute	 situation,	 the	

condition	 of	 suffering	 can	 be	 and	 is	 understood	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 the	 patient s	 own	 self.	 It	

therefore	in ol es	raising	awareness	of	psychodynamic	and	family‐dynamic	connections,	of	the	

meaning	 of	 each	position	 in	 the	 system,	 and	 also	 the	 expansion	of	 the	 room	 for	 acti ity	 and	

perception.	

	 The	scientific	basis	of	psychotherapeutic	professionalism	is	also	highlighted	clearly	in	the	

recognition	guidelines,	criteria	for	the	recognition	as	an	institute	psychotherapeutic	training	in	

accordance	 with	 	 7	 of	 the	 Psychotherapy	 Act,	 I	 No.	 361 1990,	 issued	 by	 the	 Federal	

inistry	of	 ealth	on	the	basis	of	a	report	by	the	psychotherapy	ad isory	board,	published	in	

Psychotherapie	Forum,	No.	1 1992,	p.	35ff:	

“In	 general	 the	 recognition	 guidelines	 as	 defined	 by	 the	 Psychotherapy	 Act	
concern	 the	 teaching	 of	 psychotherapeutic	 methods	 that	 have	 been	 tested	
sufficiently	in	practice	and	which	have	developed	a	scientific	foundation,	as	well	
as	also	meeting	internationally	defined	and	discussed	standards.”	

(Recognition	 uidelines,	p.	3)	
	
on ersion,	promises	of	healing,	missionary	approaches	or	religious	or	esoteric	practices	are	

therefore	totally	opposed	to	the	principle	of	psychotherapy	as	a	scientifically‐based	means	of	

treating	the	ill	in	the	sense	of	such	a	process	of	understanding	and	change.	

	 In	addition	 it	should	be	noted	that	psychotherapists	are	obliged	 fundamentally,	both	by	

the	Psychotherapy	Act	and	 the	Professional	 ode,	 to	use	scientifically	 recognised	methods	 in	

the	context	of	psychotherapy,	whereby	not	e ery	scientifically	recognised	method	from	other	

specialised	 contexts	 can	 be	 counted	 among	 the	 scientifically	 recognised	 methods	 for	

psychotherapy.	

“Furthermore,	 the	practice	of	psychotherapy	–	namely	on	a	scientific	basis	 for	the	
recovery	or	restoration	of	health	or	to	contribute	to	the	development	of	those	who	
are	suffering	–	also	involves	a	special	social	responsibility...”		

(Professional	 ode,	p.3)	
	
In	the	Professional	 ode,	further	education	and	training,	reflection	and	super ision,	and	abo e	

all	discourse	between	colleagues	are	considered	to	be	essential	 uality	assuring	measures.	In	

order	to	establish	 uality	assurance ,	further	training	and	education	that	are	considered	to	be	



psychotherapeutically	and	scientifically	rele ant	must	be	certified.	

	 This	principle	is	addressed	as	follows	in	the	guidelines	on	further	training	and	education	

for	psychotherapists,	issued	by	the	Federal	 inistry	of	 ealth	on	the	basis	of	a	report	by	the	

psychotherapy	ad isory	board,	published	in	Psychotherapie	Forum,	Vol.	8,	Suppl.	3,	No.	3 2000,	

p.89ff,	as	well	as	in	the	notes	of	the	Sanitätsverwaltung,	Issue	7 2001,	p.	26:	

“The	following	are	foreseen	as	providers	of	further	education	and	training:	
1.		 the	psychotherapeutic	training	 institutes	that	are	recognised	 in	Austria	

for	the	specialist	discipline;	
2.	 the	training	and	research	 institutes	recognised	by	the	Austrian	Federal	

Association	 for	 Psychotherapy	 (Österreichischer	 Bundesverband	 für	
Psychotherapie,	ÖBVP);		

3.	 the	ÖBVP	itself;		
4.	 other	 educational	 institutes	 from	 the	psychosocial	 field,	which	provide	

content	relevant	to	psychotherapy;	
5.	 individual	psychotherapists	with	certified	qualifications	and	at	least	five	

years!	professional	experience,	or	groups	of	psychotherapists	 (e.g.	who	
are	organised	in	a	relevant	association);	

6.	 other	specialist	who	offer	content	that	is	relevant	to	psychotherapy	and	
its	methods	and	who	are	especially	qualified	for	this	purpose;#	

	
It	can	be	established,	therefore,	that	no	prayers,	religious	rituals,	forgi eness	processes,	or	any	

other	 religious,	 spiritual	 or	 esoterically‐based	 acti ities	 can	 e er	 belong	 to	 a	 comprehensi e	

and	 stringent	 psychotherapeutic	method	 for	 the	 planned	 treatment	 of	 the	 ill.	 The	 same	 also	

applies	to	psychotherapy	aimed	at	personal	de elopment.	

	 Also	with	 regard	 to	 the	Psychotherapy	Act	 it	must	be	established	 that	psychotherapy	 is	

not	a	random	mixture	of	indi idual	methodical‐didactic	actions.	Rather,	only	those	methods	are	

recognised	that	are	based	on	theory	with	regard	to	human	de elopment	 	and	in	consideration	

of	each	indi idual	 	and	thus	with	regard	to	the	emergence	of	psychological	illnesses,	and	from	

which	psychotherapeutic	settings	and	techni ues	can	be	justified.	

	 It	 is	 hereby	 noted	 that	 psychotherapists	 who	 fre uently	 ha e	 an	 additional	 profession	

must	 always	 decide	 in	 each	 situation	 which	 profession	 (psychologist,	 doctor,	 theologian,	

educator	or	psychotherapist)	her	or	she	is	practicing	in	the	specific	context	 	and	this	should	

also	be	discussed	in	the	sense	of	a	duty	of	clarification	with	the	patient.	It	is	therefore	necessary	

to	fully	inform	the	patient	by	clarifying	and	naming	each	function role.	

	 In	 line	 with	 this	 re uirement,	 a	 pastor	 who	 is	 also	 a	 psychotherapist	 may	 acti ely	

introduce	prayer,	for	example,	into	his	pastoral	work	and	mission.	 owe er,	if	he	is	working	as	

a	psychotherapist,	other	specialised	professional	and	ethical	 standards	apply,	 so	 that	he	may	



not	introduce	prayer,	for	example,	in	his	function	as	a	psychotherapist.	

	 This	idea	is	also	reflected	in	the	Professional	 ode	in	the	context	of	the	public	appearance	

of	psychotherapists:	

“...	 the	 obligation	 to	 give	 priority	 to	 professional	 aspects	 above	 commercial	
aspects	 when	 advertising	 or	 making	 announcements	 to	 the	 public;	
advertisements	and	announcements	must	be	restricted	to	the	factual	service	on	
offer:	

‐	 untruthful	 advertising,	 unprofessional	 advertising,	misleading	 advertising	 or	
blatant	advertising	 (i.e.	announcements	 that	are	not	 taken	 literally	but	 rather	
considered	 to	 be	 an	 unserious	 exaggeration)	 are	 prohibited;	 unprofessional	
advertising	 includes	 offers	 of	 treatment,	 education,	 trained	 techniques	 or	
methods	 that	 fundamentally	 do	 not	 contain	 the	 techniques	 or	 content	 of	 a	
recognised	 psychotherapeutic	method	 as	 defined	 by	 the	Psychotherapy	Act,	 or	
which	are	not	recognised	by	the	profession;	

‐	 However,	 advertisements	 and	 announcements	 should	 provide	 sufficient	
information	about	the	type	and	extent	of	the	services	on	offer,	as	well	as	on	the	
fees	charged	and	the	rights	of	the	patients;"	

(Professional	 ode,	Point	IV. ,	p.12)	
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Anerkennungsrichtlinie,	Kriterien	für	die	Anerkennung	als	psychotherapeutische	
Ausbildungseinrichtung	gemäß	§	7	Psychotherapiegesetz,	BGBI.	Nr.	361/1990,	des	
Bundesministeriums	für	Gesundheit	auf	Grundlage	eines	Gutachtens	des	
Psychotherapiebeirates,	veröffentlicht	im	Psychotherapie	Forum,	Nr.	1/1992	

Fort‐	und	Weiterbildungsrichtlinie	für	Psychotherapeutinnen	und	Psychotherapeuten,	Richtlinie	
des	Bundesministeriums	für	Gesundheit	auf	Grundlage	eines	Gutachtens	des	
Psychotherapiebeirates,	verüffentlicht	im	Psychotherapie	Forum,	Vol.	8,	Suppl.	3,	Nr.	3/2000	
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Psychotherapy should be differentiated from Transpersonal 
Psychology and Esotericism.  
 
PETER SCHULTHESS 
 

 

Please do not misunderstand me with respect to this title  I am far from denying humanity s 

spiritual dimension  A search for meaning  is something ery primordial  I do not in any way 

dispute that there are numinous, mystical and magical phenomena, whose explanation eludes 

rational reflection in that there are arious states of consciousness that allow arious perspecti es on 

one s own life and on stressful life e ents, and that these can contribute considerably to the 

alle iation of suffering   

I also do not dispute that such naturally occurring states of consciousness  can  through the 

use of drugs, breathing techni ues, music, meditation, sport and many others  induce greater le els 

of consciousness and deli er enriching experiences  And naturally  social, religious and cult ish 

rites can be seen as important in societies and possibly e en indispensable, contributing to the 

formation of that culture and creating a sense of identity, orientation, and e en of belonging   

The significant uestion, howe er, is  do these practices belong in psychotherapy  Many 

psychotherapists can also be  legitimately  meditation teachers, spiritual guides, or e en 

ministers of a religion  This combination is a demand that is fre uently made of psychotherapists  

howe er, it can also be an expression of an exaggerated spiritual expectation of sal ation that can 

lead to grandiosity  and this actually goes beyond the boundaries of the mandate of the profession  

Should the psychotherapist really be an all round helper and healer, responsible for all of the 

client s somatic, emotional, intrapersonal, interpersonal, transpersonal, spiritual matters  In my 

opinion, these matters should not be mixed in a serious psychotherapy practice  They should be 

separated from each other  

Understanding spirituality can be seen   as a part of the art of li ing   or as an 

expression of letting oneself enter into different relationships with this world in which we li e   

or as an expression of an attitude, wherein one s own ego isn t the priority  but  also as an ability 

that exists to transcend oneself   to see oneself integrated in a larger whole  and yet still 

experience the Self as  distinct  with the ability to act in a responsible manner, and so help in 
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creating the social and political surroundings in which one li es  This sort of definition is a more 

worldly understanding of spirituality that fits in well with psychotherapy and matches its claim 

towards indi idual emancipation   

At a time, and in a world, that is increasingly fragmenting, there is  simultaneously  an 

ad ancing capitalistic  globali ation, with its enormous multiplicity of information that is hardly 

possible to process, it is no coincidence that the pre alent search for meaning  that is almost 

inseparable from spirituality  is becoming much more accentuated   

Correspondingly, with respect to the issue of life s ills and the increasing mar et for 

psychological self help, but also within the spreading field of arious esoteric  religious 

mo ements, there is a continuous stream of new offers that ha e been popularly recei ed  All too 

often the connections between these arious forms of esotericism, transcendental psychology, and 

different rituals from initiatory  types of therapy, are entered into, without any proper critical 

reflection as to whether they actually fit together   

Religious and shamanistic practices from different cultures and religions are fre uently 

brought together, and different iews of humanity and belief systems from these cultures get 

inserted into the medium of our counselling and psychotherapy practices often fragmented and torn 

out of the cultural context  and so supposedly  integrated  without any proper critical reflection 

about  exactly what one is bringing in  or how these iews of humanity fit in with the arious 

approaches to psychotherapy that are practiced. 

In a recent edition of the  Jour s  ournal, there was a report about a patient who, in 

addition to psychotherapy, also sought help from an esoteric method and experienced this as a 

positi e compliment to their psychotherapy  The editors of  Jour s  recei ed responses from a 

few colleagues recommending that psychotherapists could do both in their practice and thus 

combining them  This made me sit up and ta e notice and it also ga e me an additional impetus to 

write this contribution   

There are an increasing number of reports from people in psychotherapy and counselling 

centres, who ha e been harmed through participation in arious groups, courses, and 

psychotherapies where  under the heading of psychotherapy   arious spiritual and esoteric 

practices are conducted  After an early hope of fulfilment, promises of healing are often followed 

by a form of disillusionment  i e  a recognition of a dependency, or another form of damage   

In Austria, an accumulation of complaints by aggrie ed parties that ha e been filed against 

some psychotherapists, prompted the Federal Go ernment to issue the document republished in its 

English ersion in this issue , “Guidelines for Psychotherapists with respect to the question of 

delineating Psychotherapy from esoteric, spiritual and religious methods”  Some passages from 



 

 

these guidelines are reproduced here as they are arguably of significance for psychotherapists, not 

only from the whole German spea ing region, but perhaps wider still   

Psychotherapy is to be distinguished from and to be clearly separated from all forms of 
esoteric, spiritual and religious methods   These cannot form part of a 
psychotherapy   In psychotherapy training and further education, offering any form 
of esoteric contents, spiritual rituals and religious doctrines of sal ation is to be 
refrained from  Acti e introduction of such approaches and actions li e, for 
example, prayers, esoteric rituals by therapists iolates the Psychotherapy Professional 
Ethics  Austrian Federal Ministry of Health, , f  

 
These Austrian Guidelines ha e not been imposed in an authoritarian manner by the Federal 

Ministry of Health, but rather in collaboration with and after discussion with representati es of the 

important professional associations, on the basis of an increasing numbers of complaints  Does the 

EAP, as the rele ant European organisation for psychotherapy, also need such guidelines  Or do we 

wait until national authorities in different European countries inter ene  Much depends up how one 

defines esoteric , spiritual  and religious  as well as methods   

The word esoteric  loosely means intended for or li ely to be understood by only a small 

number of people with a speciali ed nowledge or interest  esotericism  indicates an ancient 

Gree  tradition for secret teachings of philosophers, where the nowledge and truth is granted to a 

restricted circle of scholars or enlightened  persons  Often, there are a limited number of leaders, 

who determine who is entitled to teach  After a certain time of instruction, they  at best  gi e a 

scholar confirmation that they ha e reached the next le el of consciousness, and this also allows 

him to ta e his place into the circle of the enlightened   

e often find such inner or hierarchical structures in di erse esoteric mo ements, both in 

the ma or religions and also in other groupings  i e  from the Catholic Church with the Pope as the 

only representati e of God on Earth, right through to arious esoteric  cults and sects  but also with 

shamans indigenous people s medicine men in some cultures , as well as so called Masters  in 

ashrams  e g  someone li e Bagwan Shree Rashneesh   

Esotericism is also often lin ed with Transpersonal Psychology s mysticism, that has been 

praised globally, encompassing within its aried cultural forms the trans cultural perspecti e that it 

is difficult for people to tolerate the existential philosophical iew that the creation of life starts 

from a ero point and that death mar s an end point where e erything is o er  beginning and end  

Full stop   

The cut off points of birth and death can therefore be transcended on both sides  what was 

there before birth  i e  e en before conception  hat comes after death  ithin these uestions 

about coming to terms with finiteness, there are all inds of iews existing  from e erlasting life  

reincarnation  transmigration of souls  rebirth  the notion that the indi idual s soul e en before 



 

 

conception  existed in a cosmic stream of energy  that we in this not yet material condition  already 

had a consciousness, enabling us to select our own parents  and e en that we, in death, can find our 

way bac  to those pre iously deceased   

Transpersonal Psychology understands esotericism in terms put forward by illigis Jaeger 

, who de eloped a constructed religiosity based on a direct experience of the di ine, and that 

the esoteric  as a person  sees themself as de eloping a way to experience the di ine within 

themsel es, and in e eryone and e erything eidinger,  

These are all things that one can belie e in  which can gi e grounding and support on a day

to day basis  howe er  they can also be a pro ection of a Great Mother   or an intact family   or a 

Good Father   and possibly, in all people, can ser e as a personal defence against emotions 

connected to the prospect that we are really uni ue, separate e en when e uipped with the capacity 

to lo e and relating to others , and finite   

The idea of a hierarchy of consciousness has something elitist about it, especially for those 

who are at the top  Doctrinal theories and rites  as we ha e always nown   are remo ed 

from ob ecti e examination  Esoteric nowledge is considered as the science of experience  hat 

one really  experiences is the truth and any other iew is not allowed by esotericism, because all 

nowledge must come from within and is internal   

Research into consciousness can, with ob ecti e measurements, now in estigate  the effects 

of changed conditions of consciousness  relaxation  distancing from self  reductions in brain and 

heart functioning, etc  and can establish whether there are the positi e or negati e effects  

Howe er, the correctness  of the conceptuali ation of transpersonal and or esoteric teachings 

cannot be erified properly in this way   

Esotericism or modern mysticism has in its arious gradations that go bac  into the roots of 

early religions , at its basis, an irrational and somewhat secreti e set of teachings in the broad arena 

of beliefs and ideologies related to extra ordinary experiences and states of mind  The mystical  or 

ecstatic experience  often referred to as becoming one with God or the Absolute   is a ey 

component to mysticism  Mysticism   or mystical aspects  can be found in nearly all religious 

traditions  

Exotericism, on the other hand, refers to a ariety of philosophy traditions, dating bac  to 

the Ancient Gree s, in which nowledge is more in the public domain  i e  anyone can ta e part in 

uestioning it or attempting to erify it  Being based on the model of the symposia set up by 

Aristotle, the relationship between the discussants is not hierarchical, but rather e ual  There is thus 

no master and pupil, no initiated, and none who ha e not yet grasped it or also will not either  

nowledge and nowledge transfer is more rational  From this somewhat more ethical 
                                                 
  The word mysticism  is deri ed from the Gree  word μυω  meaning I conceal  



 

 

philosophical tradition, clarification can be de eloped, and so it has its parallels in modern science  

particularly scientific and explanatory theories and debate  In addition, the philosophical basis of 

modern psychotherapy thus has its roots in exotericism  

Esotericism re uires no science, except to use the word science  for laying out its own 

e olutionary claims and demands for respectability  As the people who ha e this nowledge, now 

this for a fact  because it is based on their own experience, or because they ha e recei ed  this 

nowledge through it being spiritually channelled  transmitted , or on the basis of the attribution 

of their leadership roles in the system, so that what they consider as correct  is therefore correct  

Esotericism has a world iew and iew of people that assumes that some sort of a god head exists 

in the cosmos and this manifests in the indi idual s innermost core of their being, similarly to the 

way it is manifested externally in the cosmos  Here, we find oursel es in the realm of belief  and 

most people belie e in something and some people can belie e anything   

This is essentially the dichotomy between a di ine doctrine of creation and a theory of 

natural science  The first claims a di ine plan and a form of god as the author and creator of the 

uni erse  the latter assumes that natural sciences are in the forefront  is well aware that all 

nowledge about the creation or the powers that be  is purely pro isional  and also that there is a 

great deal that remains to be researched   

Esotericism needs no disclosure of its sources, nor any scientific testing for the purpose of 

inno ation, changes and further de elopment  From the scientific theoretical perspecti e, there is no 

final truth, at least so long as one is not rigidly dogmatic  There is certainly a danger that a critical 

scientific discourse itself could de elop into a dogmatic religion, especially when only the 

scientific community  recogni es a particular scientific understanding and only particular specific 

research designs are recogni ed  Howe er, this discourse usually ta es place in the public domain 

and can therefore be influenced  To e uate any western scientific  concepts with either shamanic 

intuition and or the eternal mystical traditions of the high religious cultures “philosophia 

perennis”  alienates us from our present culture and also from our profession, as the argument is 

hardly rational and not externally erifiable  It is definitely not suitable as a referential framewor  

for a being scientifically recogni ed psychotherapy as some of the representati es of Transpersonal 

Psychotherapy claim   

From a ariety of research into how memory actually functions, we now that memory 

builds in a constructi e manner and that means that consciousness constellates memory, depending 

on the actual en ironment and le el of interest  Efficiency in memory is often created and 

influenced, not only the inner factors, but also by external factors  Sometimes, for example, what 
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we remember is what we the therapist  would li e to hear  As we now only too well from legal 

cases, memory can be unreliable with respect to witness  statements  There are also the so called 

false memories , particularly when dealing with possible sexual abuse, where the actual deed is 

not remembered consciously  i e  it can be mista en when one nows of no substantiating facts, and 

when the client or the therapist  persist in wanting a specific memory, lin ed with an intense 

expression of emotions or their complete bloc ing , in order to support an interpretation of a 

egetati e somatic process  As pro ections can influence memory, memories from early childhood 

are often, in the case of adults, a little difficult to substantiate, and so these can become e en more 

tenuous when based on Transpersonal Psychotherapy s theory that assumes one can recall or be 

influenced by a pre natal e ent, or e en a pre ious life  

To ta e a simplistic example  there couldn t ha e been as many Joan of Arcs as the number 

of women who ha e claimed to ha e been her in past life regressions  Someone, who  in their 

capacity as a psychotherapist  not only allows that, but also encourages the client to accept it as the 

truth, misses out on a specific aspect of their role, which consists of helping the client to identify 

with a symbolic image  i e , wor ing through the contents of the pro ection of a construed memory 

in the actual life conditions, and searching for the meaning that it has for the person remembering 

i e  the dreaming person  in their current life situation  The issue here is therefore about the 

uestion of reinforcing constructs  as beliefs ersus the psychotherapeutic wor ing through of the 

created images  

From my point of iew, the concepts of Transpersonal Psychotherapy and a social, 

psychological and natural  scientific based psychotherapy are not ery reconcilable  Transpersonal 

Psychotherapy often goes beyond that which belongs within the domain of psychotherapy  As 

psychotherapists, we are wor ing in profession, which in se eral countries  is regulated by arious 

differing  laws  e ha e been granted our license to practice  because we ha e been trained in a 

specific reputable and scientifically recogni ed psychotherapy modality  As a psychotherapist, the 

professional practice license is granted to apply those therapy methods in which we ha e been 

trained  and those that ha e been recognised  as scientific  Naturally, we can widen this 

repertoire during the course of our professional li es, gi en a good basis of continuing professional 

education   

hen incompatible and fundamentally di ergent basic assumptions about the extent of 

being human become present, it is our tas   as psychotherapists  to help the client to examine 

critically whether these can be combined or integrated, or not  Patients clients  ha e the right to 

recei e a treatment that the psychotherapist has been properly trained in, and not recei e another 

procedure that is possibly not recogni ed at all as a proper  psychotherapy  e g  that goes beyond 

the boundaries of the profession of psychotherapy   



 

 

Howe er  and this is a ey point  ust because we may be a licensed, registered 

psychotherapist, this does not gi e us licence  permission  to add anything non

psychotherapeutic  in to our practice  be it religious, philosophical, transpersonal or esoteric, ust 

because we happen to li e it, or happen to belie e in it  For example, there are many ualified 

medical doctors who ha e also trained in say  acupuncture or homeopathy  this may gi e them 

particular insights, or access to different techni ues or approaches, or familiarity with less in asi e 

forms of treatment, but  this does not gi e them permission to use these alternati es  as a 

medical  treatment, or instead of a more researched medical  treatment  They could actually lose 

their licence to practice medicine if their patient  was to be harmed by their using an unorthodox 

treatment, or by the lac  of using a recognised medical treatment  

Those see ing spiritual de elopment can also find many needed personal support systems 

outside the realm of psychotherapy  I belie e that we should not mix these domains  e, as 

psychotherapists, must not also  at the same time  be practicing as shamans, priests or spiritual 

guides  These roles should be ept separate  In the last years unfortunately a real spiritual psycho

mar et it s a good business  has de eloped and boomed that has within its structural model some 

of the many arieties of Theosophy  see Daec e, , ff  Let s protect our profession as 

psychotherapists from such de elopments  
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The article entitled Psychotherapie gehört abgegrenzt von der Transpersonalen Psychologie und 

der Esoterik [Psychotherapy is different from transpersonal psychology and esotericism] was first 
published in the Swiss ournal   Jour  Psychotherapie Berufsentwic lung   in both 
German and French  It pro o ed and generated se eral reactions and more contributions, which 
were published in the next issues of the Journal  and  This extended ersion, in 
English, is published here so it can also be the basis for discussion on an international le el  
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Boundaries to the Transpersonal: a response to Peter Schulthess 
 
DAVID BOADELLA   
 

 

Peter Schulthess, the President of the Swiss Charter for Psychotherapy, has written an extensi e 

criti ue of transpersonal psychology, which he sees as transcending the boundaries of the profession 

of psychotherapy  ithin this field, he includes the iew that all that is esoteric  or spiritual, 

although he alidates these dimensions for personal de elopment outside of psychotherapy  His 

criti ue was published in the Journal of the Swiss Association for Psychotherapists, ASP, “À Jour”, 

Jun,   

There is much in his criti ue, which I can support, in particular the practices of pseudo

spiritual mo ements, associations with gurus , claiming higher powers, and following dogmatic 

sects that encourage symbiotic dependency and which are therefore counter therapeutic in their 

effects  The Austrian legal  Regulations on Psychotherapy, which Schulthess refers to somewhat 

fa ourably, see s to protect clients from such extremes  

Howe er, there is a danger here of throwing the baby out with the bathwater  There is the 

ris  that there are many alid methods within psychotherapy including some that are supported by 

the Swiss Charta of Psychotherapy  that may be wrongly excluded because of such an o er

restricti e udgement  In this article, I see  to agree with some of Peter Schulthess  criti ue, but to 

defend some of those practices that may be seen as transpersonal , yet which are firmly anchored 

within the mainstreams of psychotherapy  I would li e to emphasise the following twel e points  

  Jungian Psychology: C G  Jung was one of the founders of the Transpersonal Psychology 
mo ement and he defined the Higher Self  as the God within us  Does this gi e grounds 
for Jungian psychotherapy no longer to be recognised by the Swiss Charta and the Swiss 
State  The answer is probably clearly in fa our of Jung s wor  continuing to be recognised  

 Music: Peter Schulthess underlines the alue of music in both personal and cultural life, yet 
uestions whether music therapy  can be a legitimate part of psychotherapy, e en though it 

is an accredited method within the Swiss Charta i There are also se eral other expressi e  
therapies and psychotherapies that are currently on the boundary of what is and what is not  
psychotherapy  e g  Art Psychotherapy, Dance  Mo ement Psychotherapy, Music Therapy, 
Play Therapy for children , etc  

 Breathing techniques: Peter Schulthess rightly criticises the Holotropic Breathwor  
therapy of Stanisla  Grof, which I also see as counter therapeutic for many reasons  one of 
which is the ris  of se eral negati e side effects from the hyper entilation states that his 
method induces  Howe er, it would be a great mista e to loo  on all forms of modified 
breathing  as transpersonal  since this has been a fundamental part of body psychotherapy 



e er since the time of Pierre Janet until today, and has pro ed to be immensely helpful in 
leading to heightened body awareness and in rebalancing disturbed emotions  Controlled 
breathing, with an emphasis on the out breath, is also a significantly effecti e way of 
combating panic attac s  so, teaching this to an o er anxious client may well form part of 
their effecti e psychotherapy  

 Meditation: The word means finding the middle , or learning to centre oneself  It is true 
that many meditation methods were originally de eloped from within religious mo ements  
And I agree with Peter Schulthess that to teach religious beliefs to clients is to transcend the 
proper  boundaries of psychotherapy  Howe er, learning to centre oneself and to find one s 

balance between extremes is certainly a fundamental aim within many forms of 
psychotherapy   

  Marsha Linehan, the founder of Dialectical Beha ioural Therapy DBT  has 
emphasised the central importance of meditation in helping borderline clients Linehan, 

 Jon abat Zinn has produced extensi e support for the alue of mindfulness  within 
his form of mindful based stress reduction MBSR  Other methods, li e ACT Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy  and MSC Mindful Self Compassion  ha e been alidated as 
therapeutic by many scientific research studies  

 Pre- and Peri-natal Psychology: Peter Schulthess is critical of their mystical iewpoints 
about the existence of life  prior to conception, for which, he states, there is no ob ecti e 
e idence  Howe er, whilst that particular aspect may be somewhat contro ersial, the whole 
field of pre  and peri natal psychology has a long history, going bac  to Pierre Janet and 
Otto Ran  There has been a lot of research  o er many decades  on how experiences 
within the womb can shape the person s personality  Memories that are laid down then, that 
are therefore pre conscious, may ne ertheless remain, and can re appear in later life as 
body memories  or as specific memories  

 Near-death experiences: These admittedly, do not form a coherent part of mainstream 
psychotherapy, e en though Jung s personal near death experience had a profound influence 
on his Analytical Psychology  Howe er, many significant people throughout time ha e had 
similar experiences near death, out of body, transcendent, etc  Ferrucci, , and many 
psychotherapy clients ha e spontaneously shared their actual experiences, which may be 
related to near death experiences, or  on the other hand  to the experiences around the 
actual death of a belo ed person  In my iew, it is important that the psychotherapist 
remains open to such potentially  transpersonal experiences of the client that may arise 
uite naturally at such times and may also significantly influence the rest of their life  

 Reincarnation: Some clients will occasionally present with apparent memories of past 
li es  These may often ser e as symbolic landscapes for representing traumatic experiences 
from this life, which ha e not yet been faced  I therefore agree with Peter Schulthess in his 

iew that the deliberate intention or the induction of such so called past life  experiences  
howe er this is done  does not belong within the normal boundaries of psychotherapy  
Ne ertheless, ways of bringing the client bac  from his her inner fantastical world or life 
into his her actual li ed  life most certainly do belong  I call this returning to this life  
[Rückführung in dieses Leben]  There are also other techni ues, concepts and practices that 
can help the client to integrate  their beliefs about their past life  into their current life in a 
psychotherapeutic way  

 False Memories: Peter Schulthess warns of the dangers in that the psychotherapist might 
identify with apparent memories of the client which may turn out to be false  This can often 
happen when strong emotions especially from traumatic abuse in childhood  are attributed 
possibly wrongly  to a possibly  innocent person  There can also howe er be true 

memories  of childhood sexual abuse and trauma  that are wrongly belie ed to be false, 



and that ha e been denied  by other family members  Freud ga e up his original trauma 
theory possibly mista enly  because it was socially unacceptable at that time and situationii 
to belie e that parents can sexually abuse children  He replaced his trauma theory with the 
Oedipus theory  children pro ect their fantasies of incest onto their parents  Since the 
therapist is not a detecti e he needs to remain open to both possibilities in any indi idual 
case  

 Esoteric: Peter Schulthess defines the word esoteric  as meaning inwardly  He uses the 
term as a category for all those practices and beliefs, which  in his iew  transcend the 
boundaries of psychotherapy  He uses the word exoteric , meaning outwardly , in 
contrast, to mean ob ecti e and scientifically erifiable methods and principles  so esoteric  
is bad and exoteric  is good  I wish that life could be so simple   

  In reality, psychotherapy is both an art and a science  The word psychotherapy  
means literally the cure or care of the psyche soul  In my opinion, the psychotherapist 
cannot cure the client of his neurosis  hat he can do is to pro ide the care from outside that 
ma es the cure from inside possible  In this sense, the care is external, and the cure is 
internal  This goes bac  to the roots of attachment theory, which is fundamental to many 
forms of psychotherapy  John Bowlby emphasised the importance of the secure relationship 
as the foundation for healing  Donald innicott called this the holding en ironment  

  innicott distinguished between the false self  which was induced by negati e 
conditioning  and the true self  that was authentic  This true self was lin ed with an inner 
trust in one s own ualities and alues  The true self  has much in common with what 
spiritual traditions usually call the soul  

  The care from the outer holding en ironment, which is exoteric, or outward, 
encourages the cure of traumatic stress or neurotic conditioning, through the regaining of 
contact with this true self, which is esoteric  but only in the primary meaning of inward  

 The False Leader: Peter Schulthess rightly criticises the power of the self declared guru, 
who sets up pseudo psycho spiritual  sects in the psychological hyper mar et  he nows 
what is best for his followers  and leads them into new forms of imposed conditioning from 
which it may be ery difficult to become free   

  In , I was in ited to the House of Lords in estminster, London, to gi e 
testimony about these processes in a conference on Cults and Sects  Since then, there ha e 
been many examples of such sects or cults ha ing a detrimental effect on their followers  
Unfortunately, many such sects or cults ha e large numbers, big resources, a few well
nown proponents, and therefore the ability to defend  themsel es, which they tend to do 
oraciously   

  Instead of depending symbiotically on such a false leader in a cult or sect, each 
person needs to find ways to de elop their own inner guru  or inner teacher  listening to the 

oice of their true Self  from within  
 Diagnosis: Howe er, there is a similar ris , within any psychotherapy method, that the 

therapist thin s that they now best about what is right for the client  He fits the client 
perhaps all too easily  into his personal diagnostic manual and then chooses the appropriate 

remedy from his personal tool it  or pharmacopeia  He may also offer the client 
interpretations that he thin s are right, but which can also be and sometimes are  actually 
wrong  He can also offer inter entions that he belie es might be helpful, but these can also 
turn out to be counter producti e  So, e en the best trained therapist could become, at least 
some times, a false  leader, guide, or diagnostician   

  The word diagnosis  means, nowing the difference  Part of the art  of 
psychotherapy is to now when to lead , suggest  or guide , and when to follow , trust  
or allow  So, the client can learn a lot from a good therapist, and the therapist also needs to 



learn a lot from each client, about what is similar to others, and what is different from them 
and of course different from him or her  So dia gnosis , is a wisdom  gnosis  that 

grows between the two of them, therapist and client  
 Spirituality: To be inspired by inner ualities and alues is the essential meaning of the 

word spiritual  In this sense, a person s own spirituality is part of the self  who comes to 
therapy, either as client or as therapist  These two human beings meet each other in the 
therapy room  The essential aspects of spirituality present need to be clearly distinguished 
from the pseudo spirituality  described abo e  

The orld Council of Psychotherapy, founded by Alfred Prit  in , in Z rich, established a 

or ing Party on Psychotherapy and Spirituality, of which I became the acting Chairperson  I 

wrote a report for this committee on how spirituality , in this essential sense, was a natural part of 

e ery ma or psychotherapy mainstream  This report was published as Essence and Ground  in the 

International Journal of Psychotherapy, Vol  , No  , iii I end with a brief uotation from this 

article  

Although Freud recognised the reality of what he called oceanic feelings and 
longings, his tendency was to iew these as a regressi e re experiencing of an 
original unity with the mother  hat Freud did not recognise here is the 
formati e side of the spiritual traditions  In throwing out the bathwater of 
obsessional compulsion in the exoteric side of religion, he had also thrown out the 
baby of the essential heart of human spirituality  
 

This omission was rectified and recognised by Otto ernberg, the President elect of the 

International Psychoanalytical Association, in a eynote speech at the orld Council for 

Psychotherapy Congress in Vienna in  In this speech, ernberg re opened the door that 

psychoanalysis in its re ection of spirituality  had slammed shut, to allow the inclusion of 

spirituality within psychotherapy as a ey area of focus and concern, a source of potential healing of 

wounds, rather than a defensi e compulsion to be analysed away  

 

Recommendations 

It is therefore important for the ethical principles of psychotherapy to ma e it ery clear  from 

therapist to client  that any forms of indoctrination and or the imposed beliefs  about any sort of 

reality are not alid within the therapeutic relationship  and they do not and should not form part of 

the accepted practice of professional psychotherapy  they are both unethical and unprofessional i  

Great care, ne ertheless, should be ta en in the formulation of psychotherapy laws, whether in 

Austria or in Swit erland or in any other country , that any form of power, authority or regulation 

o er the professional practice of psychotherapy is not exercised in an o er generalised way, with 

the ris  that alid albeit lesser nown  methods of psychotherapy could be confused  mainly by 



the law ma ers and enforcers  with potential pseudo spiritual practices that clients genuinely need 

to be protected from  

The Swiss Charta for Psychotherapy has a long history of democratic decision ma ing and 

liberal scientific recognition of a wide range of psychotherapy methods, most recently with Peter 

Schulthess as its President  These methods ha e all now recei ed pro isional accreditation by the 

Swiss State  I hope that the Charta and the Association for Swiss Psychotherapists will use their 

influence to eep an open, but reasonably bounded, Swiss law on psychotherapy  Similarly, I trust 

that the European Association for Psychotherapy EAP , based in Vienna, will use its influence to 

oppose the harsh o er generalisations of the recent Austrian Ministry of Health guidelines or 

regulations  about the practice of  esoteric and spiritual psychotherapy  
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Endnotes: 
                                                            
i Music Therapy: (Editor s Note  The whole arena of the expressi e arts  therapies  music therapy, dance therapy, 

art therapy, play therapy  and how they fit into psychotherapy  is a ery di isi e argument  there are many 
similarities and there are also significant difference  Each country tends to ta e a slightly different stance  

ii False Memories: (Editor s Note  There is still a igorous debate raging about Freud s moti es to deny  the 
re elations of his clients and attribute them instead to a constructed  Oedipal theory  To try to get the new 
science  of psychotherapy psychoanalysis  accepted in middle class Victorian  Vienna around the turn of the 

th century was probably a significant factor  for more detail read Masson s The Assault on Truth  
iii Editor s Note: e will ma e a full ersion of this article currently out of print  a ailable on the IJP website in 

parallel to this publication   

i  Un-ethical and unprofessional : (Editor s Note  The EAP has de eloped a Statement of Ethical Principles  and 
The Professional Core Competencies of a European Psychotherapist  These are readily a ailable through the 

EAP website  www europsyche org  

 




